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Bajio 231, Colonia Roma, Cuauhtemoc
August 2, 2014–October 5, 2014
Kate Newby’s latest solo exhibition features a modest and
contemplative sculptural installation that playfully exploits the
conventions of the physical gallery and extends her ongoing
investigation of linking different spaces in nuanced ways. Two
components of I feel like a truck on a wet highway, 2014,
manifest this idea. The first is a sculpture of bulbous silver
bells hanging in the gallery’s entryway. The bells have a
precious quality, which is heightened by the artist’s subtle
fingerprints on the metal. They are suspended individually by
thin, multicolored strings, the other end of which swoops up
connecting them to a neighboring roof.

The second is a sculpture of ceramic wind chimes arranged
from light to dark—white, creams, blues, then blacks—on a
thin, white string in the gallery’s small main space. The
pieces are long and narrow, but each is unique in shape and
incorporates signs of process, such as air bubbles and
fingerprints, while hanging from the same string as the bells.
The chimes’ string loops through the bells’ knot before it
passes through a door into a private bedroom and out to a
patio space. With this gesture, Newby’s work becomes reliant
on the walls of the gallery as much as it is dependent on an
outside context for its meaning to be legible.

The installation as a single work highlights the mundane and commonplace, and much like works by
artists such as Michael Asher and Francis Alÿs, Newby’s work examines where place becomes as much a
part of art’s content as objects.

— Leslie Moody Castro

Kate Newby, I Feel Like a Truck on a Wet
Highway (detail), 2014, ceramic, string,
dimensions variable. Installation view.
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http://www.frieze.com/shows/review/kate_newby_nick_austin/

Previous Shows 

Kate Newby & Nick Austin

WESTERN PARK, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND

Fake seagulls, a folded newspaper and a telescope in an inner city park were the basic elements 
of ‘Hold Still’, Kate Newby and Nick Austin’s project for ‘One Day Sculpture’, a series of 
temporary public commissions taking place throughout New Zealand over the next year. Part of 
a strongly curated series of one-day events, the day drew together features of Austin’s quizzical 
assemblages and paintings (which borrow from vernacular forms such as the sandwich and the 
crossword puzzle) and the gestural energy of Newby’s personalized messages made as actions 
(for example, Thinking with My Body, 2006 saw the artist work with a length of rope, tied to 
the gallery window sill and fixed across street). The artists’ collaborative response to the 24-

hour brief maintained a lightness and rigor that local audiences have come to expect from their 
practices.

Developed by the Litmus Research Initiative at the Massey University School of Fine Arts, 
Wellington, ‘One Day Sculpture’ is the outcome of curator Claire Doherty’s 2006 curatorial 
residency in New Zealand and aims to ‘stretch the format of a scattered-site exhibition over 
time and place’. Doherty has previously criticized the biennial model, and this programme - of 
20 commissions over 12 months, each existing for a maximum of one day only - purposefully 
offers an antithetical move, allowing the work produced and its reception to operate on 
a cumulative scale. The upshot is a scenario where it is difficult, practically, to visit every 

commission; an intentional situation, given that, here in New Zealand, the local is necessarily 
often acknowledged as the primary site of engagement.

Newby and Austin’s title, ‘Hold Still’, suggested a way through these concerns. Existing from 
9.00am to 9.00pm, in Western Park in central Auckland, the work created a kind of diorama 
in situ. The mannered yet visually quiet tableau of a ready-made seagull decoy (made from 
polystyrene and chicken feathers) placed on top of a park bench, and perching on the day’s 
paper - the quintessential single-day artefact, perhaps? - was framed in the viewfinder of a 

brand new telescope to create a kind of Étant donnés (1946-66) en plein air. To break the short 
circuit affect of the viewer’s position, the telescope and the object given to view, some oddly 
balanced rocks under the table, and a couple of other gulls on another bench across the park 
expanded the work from the view through the lens.

Through detailing a view of the park, this simple construction gave a kaleidoscope-like effect 
to the act of looking. The idea of looking at a work through a telescope literalized a frame and a 
perspective, and joked about the difficulty of being quiet contemplation outside the white cube 

- perhaps poking fun at those who aren’t looking for art within a public context. As a limited-
time-only event, the work was often surrounded by viewers watching other viewers’ viewing.  
(Of course, in the tradition of English landscape gardening, the park itself is an invented view, 
a picturesque space for aesthetic contemplation.) Once you got to have a turn, there was an 
unexpected kick in that the magnifying lens made an already absurdly artificial scene look even 

more unreal - something like a stereoscopic postcard. The surprise of the sight through the 
viewfinder amplified the comedy of concentrating on a common seagull. In this way ‘Hold Still’ 

was the best kind of joke, creating an occasion out of the transformation of the familiar, and 
asserting with a casual confidence art’s great potential to shift our awareness - even just for a 

day - of that which already surrounds us. 

Louise Menzies

Frieze Magazine article (online)  2008



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

if not concrete then what? kate newby’s i’m just like a pile of leaves archive / Colour Plates

Newby did not, as O’Hara did, write about or respond 
to the everyday — she built it somewhat laboriously 
as these materials reveal. The archive is most telling 
for its ability to extract this account of the labour 
entailed in her construction of the “everyday” or ver-
nacular, a far cry from the casual and temporary 
effect implied by “a pile of leaves.” While some objects, 
such as found bottle tops and shop-bought crystals, 
were quickly placed in the concrete by Newby before 
it set, others, such as ceramic rocks and branches, 
Newby made herself as pseudo-found objects. You 
see some of these objects in planning images and the 
floor remnant saved during deinstallation, but there 
is no record of their collection or manufacture in the 
archive. 

One of the most playful and surprising elements in 
I’m just like a pile of leaves was the yellow climbing 
rope, which tethered the Gallery to Albert Park 
behind it. The rope continued a theme in Newby’s 
work reflecting ideas about “resistance, escape 
routes, and opposition.”6 Sketches in the archive 
show her working through various propositions for 
using a rope and then for how it might be secured to 
the Terrace (Col. pl. 6). From her dashed-off notes 
which read like loosely connected thought bubbles, 
we learn that she initially planned to imbed the rope 
in layers of flooring material: “Polythene, fibrecrete, 
plaster.” In addition to her drawings, a short, knotted 
section of the rope rests in the archive. 

Newby’s installation — her “intervention” as she 
might describe it — created tension between public 
and private spaces, between what she wanted to do 
(her “private space”) and what she could get away 
with doing (what the Gallery’s public space would 
allow). A close reading of the archive divulges this. 
Mischievous notes, such as “Keep it simple — cheeky, 
Tough. Drop something off the roof onto the ground,” 
open for consideration the artist’s complex relation-
ship with the site and the project.

In totality, the archive reveals a long process of 
decisio n-making seemingly at odds with the 

improvisational nature of the work and individual 
almost “craft-based” production. Reading the archive 
affords a clear view of the artist’s intentions for the 
work, which some readers may take as being com-
mensurate with its “meaning,” and demonstrates 
how acutely aware Newby was of engaging with 
“context.” The I’m just like a pile of leaves Archive 
offers readers a complicated story of an artist’s vision 
meeting the practical demands of its realisation. 

1.  Alex Potts, “The Artwork, the Archive, and the Living Moment,” in 
What is Research in the Visual Arts? Obsession, Archive, Encounter 
(Williamstown, Massachusetts: Sterling and Francine Clark Art 
Institute, 2008), 119.

2.  Potts, 120. 
3.  Kate Newby, “I’m just like a pile of leaves.” Project Proposal for 

Auckland Art Gallery North Terrace Commission, 2011.
4.  Jon Bywater, “Discreet poetry: Kate Newby’s ‘Get Off My Garden,’” 

October 2009, on the occasion of the exhibition: Kate Newby, Get Off 
My Garden, Sue Crockford Gallery, Auckland, http://hopkinsoncundy.
com/img/Kate_Newby_Jon_Bywater.pdf.

5.  Marieke van Hal, “An Active Archive,” Manifesta Journal 6 (Autumn/
Winter 2005): 382–85.

6.  “Kate Newby Presents First Institutional Solo Exhibition in Europe,” 
http://www.artdaily.org/index.asp?int_sec=11&int_
new=40331&int_modo=1 (accessed December 15, 2011).
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Col. pl. 1
Section of concrete saved 
during deinstallaion
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

Col. pl. 2
Various colour concrete 
samples from Peter Fell 
and section of rope
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki
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98 /  ART NEWS NEW ZEALAND

 i n  res idence

Last week I decided to make a hand-poured concrete 
puddle in the ground here on Fogo Island, off the 
northeast coast of Newfoundland on Canada’s 

eastern flank. This is not a new thing for me. For the past 
few years, I’ve been making puddles in various grounds in 
a range of places – often coloring the concrete and inserting 
rocks that I’ve made out of clay. When I was thinking about 
making a puddle here, though, it escaped me that I wasn’t 
going to be able to dig any kind of hole in the ground – it’s 
just too frozen. Today it’s -12° but it feels like -22°Celsius. 
Actually, if you have the right clothing, it’s possible to spend 
hours outside, which is what I did last Monday. In order to 
make a hole in the ground I first had to build a fire to melt 
the ground. This was a daylong activity and thankfully the 

wind was gentle, so I was in no danger of setting fire to 
Gertie and Darryl’s house next door. After spending four 
hours burning the fire down to coals, I spent only about 
four minutes digging a hole. Then I poured yellow/beige/
buff concrete into the hole and waited about 24 hours for it 
to dry. It’s certainly not my best work – I can say that quite 
honestly – but fortunately I seemed to have poured it at the 
right time of the year on exactly the right day. Monday 14 
January was sunny and not too cold; on Tuesday it rained 
so the puddle filled up with water; on Wednesday it was 
freezing so the water froze nicely inside the puddle; on 
Thursday and Friday the ocean in the distance behind the 
puddle froze over completely, so it made for great photos, 
and on Saturday and Sunday it snowed.

How to have a relationship 
with a rock
Last year Kate Newby won the 2012 Walters Prize. This year she’s part way 
through a six-month residency on a cold, windswept island off the coast of 
Newfoundland, where she’s creating personalised bodies of stones.
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Some think Fogo Island was named by Portuguese 
sailors who thought it looked like a volcanic island in the 
Cape Verde Islands, off West Africa (fogo means “fire” in 
Portuguese). This island is indeed volcanic, but not in the 
way those Portuguese sailors believed. The volcanic rock 
here is about 420 million years old. When you walk up 
Brimstone Head, which looks like a large, round, lumpy, 
steep hill in the shape of a curled-up animal, you can clearly 
see some massive quartz sandstones, overlaid by three 
distinct coarse mudflow sections that look lumpy and filled 
up with many little rocks. Some fragments are textured with 
lots of little cavities, like pumice, but most are pink, fine-
grained rhyolite, which looks a bit like cement with many 
little pebbles and bits in it. What I found most charming 
about Brimstone Head was seeing pink, glassy banding in 
a large rock face, which indicates the volcanic ash was very 
hot, and this hot ash welded like glass as soon as it fell to 
the ground. The rock face then tilted on a 40-degree angle 
as the whole island moved over time. What struck me was 
learning such simple pieces of information; this rock is 
extremely old; it’s on a slope because the whole island has 
tilted downwards over millions of years; it’s still moving;  
I was able to stand in front of it and touch it. 

I also learned recently from local geologist Paul Dean 
that the reason rocks are so prime for studying here on 
Fogo Island is because of the ice that comes down from the 
Arctic, and the pack ice that freezes around the island every 
winter. The ice breaks up into little sections and combined 
with tidal movements it acts as a natural abrasive, keeping 
the rocks clean and making them easy to see. Easy to see if 
they’re not covered in snow and your eyes can see through 
the icy northwest wind blasting your face and body.  

Opposite page: Tower Studio at sunset, Fogo Island

Below (from left): Puddle work in progress, January 2013

All photos by Kate Newby except where indicated

Now it’s Monday again and the puddle has long 
disappeared in a bank of fluffy snow. This morning when 
I was checking it (the puddle is in front of my house right 
beside the sea), lo and behold, on the frozen Atlantic Ocean 
behind it was a seal bobbing about in the water. There was 
no way I could capture that in a photo, but it made for a 
special event in the life of the puddle. It’s in situations 
like this that I feel the work can be less and that it doesn’t 
have to do as much or over-perform – if you put something 
out there in conversation with an interesting situation, it 
manages to tell its own story, often better than you can. 

Realistically, where else could this happen – making 
work with sun, snow and a seal? And that’s why I’m here. 

Kate Newby on Fogo Island. Photo: Drew Lichtenstein
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My nearest town, Joe Batt’s Arm, is six miles away and is 
one of seven main towns (outports) on the island, which 
has a population of 2,300. The community is currently 
undertaking numerous ventures to revive itself in an attempt 
to keep on keeping on after the 1992 Cod Moratorium 
when the Canadian government suspended all fishing in 
the region because of the cataclysmic collapse of the cod 
fishery. Part of the island’s resuscitation plan is a residency 
programme called Fogo Island Arts, which currently 
offers four, soon to be six, artist’s studio residencies. The 
studios, designed by Canadian architect Todd Saunders, 
are all extremely specific to the surrounding landscape. 
Squish studio looks a bit like an iceberg out on the rocks. 
The Bridge studio juts out over a very large pond, and the 
Tower studio in Shoal Bay, where I am, is three-storeys 
high and has a ladder inside it – sort of like the inside of 
a ship, which makes sense because Shoal Bay was where 
fishing boats were built before the moratorium when the 
fishery was thriving. 

Perhaps because there aren’t really any distractions here 
(apart from the weather), it feels possible to make work 
and focus on things in a way that hasn’t seemed possible 
before. Perhaps this is because I have only a few friends, 
am not part of a community and am well rested; each 
day seems to offer more space for clarity of thought and 
the chance to think about many things at once in useful 
ways. It does get annoying having to cook all the time, as 
there are only two options for eating out – Chester’s Fried 
Chicken up by the gas station in Fogo Island Central and 
a Chinese restaurant in the town of Fogo that I have yet 
to try. I’d love to order some food in, or at least be able to 
walk down the road on a sidewalk (no such thing here) to 
a restaurant that served a fresh salad. 

Sometimes the domestic routine is a bit more annoying 
than I like… getting home only to do the dishes from the 
night before, attempting to cook something other than 
pasta, and then trying to stay awake past 8pm – there are 
no distractions to keep you awake. But, all of these things 
evidently make for the right working conditions for me, 
and for a lot of other artists who’ve come to work here. 

A few weeks ago Paul Dean mentioned that the folk on 
Fogo Island used to heat their beds with rocks. They’d put 
them around the wood stove to warm up and then use them 
as a sort of hot water bottle in their beds. It was interesting 
to talk to Paul and find out more about the social integration 
of rocks into daily living on the island. Rocks were also 
used as anchors as not everyone on the island could afford 
wrought iron anchors. Killicks, as they’re called, are rocks 
held in a sort of wood basket, which can be lowered into 
the ocean just like an anchor. Also if you walk into just 
about any house here, you’ll see a rock on a windowsill. 
Shoal Bay, where my home and studio are located, is all 
on top of granite. 

Left (from top): Bridge Studio; Long Studio 
(photos: Bent R. Synnevag); Fishing stage at 
Tilting; Fogo Island Inn

Opposite page (top): Tower Studio in winter;
(below) Kate Newby’s rock works in progress, 
January 2013
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So far the bulk of my work on the island has been making 
rocks from white stone and porcelain and then firing up 
the kiln, which is housed in the entrance of an old wooden 
church across the road from my house. Probably the last 
thing this island needs is more rocks, so I’m a little uncertain 
about my ideas here… but I’m thinking that instead of 
creating bodies of rocks that speak of ‘deep time’ (the 
concept that the geologic time scale is vast) and the different 
regional bodies of rock, I want to create lighter, humanised 
bodies of stones. Or maybe ‘personalised’ is a better way to 
describe them. I plan to give these sets of rocks names I’ve 
observed around the island. Miss Deep Bay, which is the 
name of a boat in Deep Bay. Nicole’s, the best restaurant 
on the island, and only open in the summer. Peg’s, which 
is the name of a bed and breakfast here. Tina’s, which is 
the name of the gas station – names and evidence of places 
and people living remarkable daily lives. 

Before I leave the island in March these works will be 
part of an exhibition (the first) in the Fogo Island Gallery, 
which has been curated by Nicolaus Schafhausen. He’s 
strategic director of Fogo Island Arts, which administers 
these residencies, and has recently been appointed artistic 
director at the Kunsthalle Wien in Vienna.

The Fogo Island Gallery was built as part of the Fogo 
Island Inn, a luxury hotel complex that includes a cinema, 
restaurant, library, study and saunas – all of which will be 
open to locals as well as guests. The inn is owned and run 
by the islanders as a way to support themselves and to fund 
the artist’s residency programme, a geology residency and 
other small business ventures. 

For more information about artists’ residencies on Fogo 
Island, visit www.fogoislandarts.ca
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Kate Newby’s Bones
Chris Kraus

 In the street: puddles, pavings, falling stones
 Interior design
 Feelings and experiences

If I were to suggest a few things I would say … well, puddles are big 
for me right now. As are plastic bags caught in trees. I guess incidents 
or situations around me that seem simple. 

— Kate Newby, Notes to Contributors

 My friend Janine Armin was telling me how, the first time 
she returned to New York after a long absence, she could not walk 
the streets without feeling like they were a jagged series of conduits 
between highly charged zones: places where things had happened a 
few years ago that she remembered. It was as if she’d rehearsed this 
return in her mind hundreds of times. And this was exciting. The 
city, her city, a loose grid-work of volatile triggers or keys. Standing 
outside certain apartments and storefronts, on certain sidewalks she 
could relive (I’m imagining now) kisses and break-ups and drunken 
moments when space opened up to reveal sudden knowledge. To 
return to the city was to literally step back in time, into a series 
of scenes she’d replayed while she was away, over and over. But 
then this romance passed. The force of the present took over. As 
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if nothing had happened, or as if these things had happened to 
someone she no longer knew, these once private and thrillingly 
dangerous sites became public and neutral.

I like the way Kate Newby looks in her photos. Like her work, she 
appears present and firm, but without any affect. 
I like the way she travels the world and imposes a meaning, however 
slight, upon sites that would otherwise be unremarkable.
I like her acceptance of slightness. I like her restraint in not forcing this 
slightness into something iconic, or weighted with false importance, 
or even worse, a fey celebration of all things diminutive. 
I like that she makes lots of work. Her persistent production gives the 
slight weight of the work enough room to assert its own existence. 
This is a model for living.

 For a while now, I’ve wanted to write a story, or text, called 
The Book of Dead Girls. In it would be portraits of women I knew 
when we were girls and lost touch with, who are dead now. The 
news of their deaths was abrupt, unexpected, but shocking only at a 
remove: why didn’t I feel anything? 
 Some of their deaths were horrific enough to disturb even 
strangers who never knew them. Bettina was bludgeoned to death, 
by her mentally impaired teenaged son in their one-bedroom 
apartment. Jennifer’s death was a suicide. But the horror of my 
friend Laura’s death lay in its vague anonymity. I don’t know how 
Laura died. She’d been depressed. For most of her life, she’d swung 
back and forth between heroin addiction and fervent attempts at 
recovery. Was it a drug overdose? Or Hep C? Or maybe cancer? 
Laura had been married for more than ten years to a famous artist, 

they had a child together … I learned of her death from a mutual 
friend, a semi-street person, a sincere but unreliable witness, and 
he didn’t know anything either. Was there a memorial service? 
Searching deep into Google, I found reviews of a show she produced 
in the 90s, but no obituary. 
 As I’ve said, what bothers me more than the fact of these 
deaths is their remoteness: the synapse between the women I knew 
and their premature absence. The sense that I hold of these friends 
is so slight, insubstantial.
 Bettina, at my house in Thurman one summer, in her early 
30s – her tiny frame, masses of dark curly hair, smiling and animated 
from the inside, wondering if she should marry the brother of the 
man she was really in love with … The situation itself so absurd, 
it was hard to consider without falling into the girlfriend-routine 
of romantic comedy, a genre Bettina, who’d been a film critic and 
screenwriter, adored and excelled in. And she did, finally. But by 
the time they were married I was no longer there and, after having a 
child, they divorced several years later. 
 Jennifer, sitting out on the stoop of my first house in LA, out 
from New York with her girlfriend, my once-closest friend Magda. 
In her late 20s, she was a decade younger than me, probably two and 
a half decades younger than Magda, but because Jennifer was so 
accomplished and, in a way, grave, I’d always imagined a narrower 
age gap. 
 Danielle – not exactly a friend, but unavoidable – was also out 
from New York, and she’d come over for coffee. Danielle was about 
Magda’s age. Her latest crusade was to integrate cosmetic surgery 
into the second-wave feminist canon, but despite all the work she’d 
had done, her bossy intensity made her seem older than Magda, 
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an ex-methamphetamine user with an unused Ivy League Ph.D in 
17th century literature. A lifelong analysand, Danielle disdained 
conversation. Instead, she hammered people with questions. A 
professional feminist, she disliked all genders equally. To spend 
time with Danielle was to turn yourself in to the therapeutic police, 
and be tricked into making a full confession. The garden beyond 
the stoop was planted with honeysuckle. For some reason, Danielle 
left Magda alone, but after she finished with me, she turned her 
attention to Jennifer. And Jennifer – tall, lank, wearing her uniform 
baggy Brooks Brother’s shirt – answered all Danielle’s questions, 
drawing her monosyllables out as if they were sentences. Jennifer – 
whose brilliance and early accomplishment were indisputable, no 
matter how often she sabotaged it – resembled a big placid cow, 
lazily swishing her tail to get rid of an annoying loud insect. Years 
passed, and other things happened. Most of them bad. Money was 
spent, drugs were used, psychotropic medications refused. After 
Jennifer’s death, Magda asked on the phone if I wanted to know 
how Jennifer did it? Too stunned to say yes or no, I did not, so Magda 
told me. Then and now, her words are abstract. They do not form a 
picture. 

On Grand Street in lower Manhattan – a city she can’t know very 
well, I imagine her there on a residency – Kate Newby photographs 
a small ultramarine plastic casing wedged into a hole in the asphalt. 
It’s unlikely that this is a found object. The blue pellet fits perfectly 
into the hole with a small berth of space around it, a tiny industrial 
corpse in a snug coffin. She must have positioned it there moments 
before taking the picture. What’s more, two shards of the same plastic 
at the top-right of the frame offset the blue oval. 

It’s only because our eyes are drawn to the Klein-blue of the pellet 
that we notice the faint cracks in the asphalt. But there they are. 
Now the blue object isn’t just roughly centered within a single frame; 
millimeters to the right of the vertical crack, it appears at the edge of 
a second, less pronounced composition. 

 Laura and I were in the same acting class at a 14th Street 
loft in New York City. She was gorgeous, with dark, cat-like eyes 
and a perfect Louise Brooks bob haircut. She was always dramatic. 
Each of her gestures and moods ref lected a subtle deliberation. She 
was the perfect gamine, but her emotions were always close to the 
surface. Laura was prone to amazement. She could burst into tears 
in a heartbeat. Somehow we decided we should be friends, and she 
invited me to her apartment for coffee. 
 At 23, Laura had been married five years. She shared a 
fantastic, loft-like apartment near Tompkins Square Park with her 
husband Eric, a writer and heroin dealer. Laura and Eric grew up 
in Pittsburgh, dropped out of high school, eloped and then traveled 
in Europe. Hanging out at a fountain or park in Rome, she was 
discovered – or, rather, scouted - to play a small non-speaking part 
in a Fellini film. After that, she worked for a while dubbing Italian 
B-movies into English. 
 When I arrived at her house, Laura was sweeping around the 
open plan living room in a kimono, emptying ashtrays, pouring 
fresh cream into a pitcher and arranging demitasse cups on a tray. 
From the third f loor of the building, sunlight poured through 
Victorian windows facing east to the park. We sat on the couch, and 
Laura talked volubly about everything, while Eric hunched over 
an antique jeweler’s scale in his office, bagging and weighing milk 
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powder and heroin. In contrast to Laura, he was stolid and silent, 
intent on making a living. I never saw either one of them high. The 
loft was impeccably curated. Whatever drug habits they had at the 
time were, like the things Laura bought, an aesthetic enhancement. 
 Of course the story ends badly. 
 Although I don’t know, perhaps won’t ever know, the literal 
ending, but as the months turned to years, they realized the staging 
they’d set for their artistic careers was not leading anywhere except 
to a grinding stasis. Laura couldn’t audition: the very idea of 
rejection led to paralysis. None of Eric’s celebrity clients became 
friends. He knew no other writers. Their habits began cutting into 
his profits. In the beginning, Laura worked the weekend brunch 
shifts at a hip restaurant just to get out … but now they needed her 
tips. She took a better-paid, union job at a famous hotel. Four days 
a week, eight hours a day, she was a waitress. They gave up the loft 
and moved into a small, cheap E. 3rd Street walk-up.
 And yet her real art was her life. Eventually, she’d begin  
an affair with a famous director in his late 40s, the ex-husband  
of one of our acting teachers. The affair would ignite into 
unstoppable passion, and the director found ways to cast her in 
several plays. In the first, her role consists of hanging inside a closet 
for twenty-five minutes but it’s in a real theater and all her old 
friends will be jealous.
 Desperate to get rid of Eric, the director would find him a 
job with a regional theater, which he took gratefully, and still holds 
to this day if it hasn’t – like most regional theaters – folded for lack 
of funding. Soon after Eric left town, Laura got pregnant and she 
and the director got married. The child was her first, and his fifth 
(though with four different women). The director had just gotten a 

big fellowship, and for the next two or three years, I didn’t see them. 
They sublet the E. 3rd Street apartment and traveled. When they 
returned, I went over to visit. The place was a mess, bathtub in the 
kitchen, and belongings all over the place. Although broke – due to 
high child support and impulsive habits – the director was now even 
more famous. Laura was now almost always depressed. Their child, 
a boy with long golden curls who they named Jah, was growing up 
feral. Overwhelmed, the high points of Laura’s days became trips to 
the park to buy drugs. No longer weighed on an antique scale, the 
drugs had hip-hop brand names and were not always cut just with 
milk powder. 
 Hoping to get Laura clean, the director – who’d studied at 
Yale - would grudgingly take a full-time tenured appointment in 
Tucson. When I went out to visit, they were living in a cheap dingbat 
complex full of young white-trash Christian families. In less than a 
year, the director concluded this job was like suicide, and they’d 
return to E. 3rd Street, where Laura – when not too depressed to get 
out of bed – walked to the park to buy drugs. By this point nobody 
knew whether her problem was addiction or chronic depression, 
and the rehabs that Laura’s parents used their retirement savings to 
pay for apparently couldn’t figure it out either: Depression, relapse-
and-rehab, and then more depression. Towards the end of each 
rehab, she vows to leave the director, but always ends up back at E. 
3rd Street.
 During a lull in the director’s career, he’ll ask Laura to get 
back in touch with her old high school friend X, an actor now at 
the peak of his career as a world-famous movie star. She doesn’t 
want to be useless. They’ll contrive to be in LA, and X will invite 
them to his Malibu house for a party. More successful, though no 
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the peak of his career as a world-famous movie star. She doesn’t 
want to be useless. They’ll contrive to be in LA, and X will invite 
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less delusional than Laura, the director thinks X will finance the 
production of his unwritten film script. Towards this end, he’ll 
convince Laura to give X a blowjob in one of the coat-rooms during 
the party. And X accepts. Later on, in the spirit of old times and 
friendship, X will put the director’s script “into development” – but 
without an advance. The director can’t understand why X, now 
unbelievably wealthy, won’t give him money. Still, he works on the 
script but X stops taking their phone calls and emails. 
 As the years pass Laura gains weight and becomes a fruitarian. 
Thinking back on her youthful gamine persona, she’ll decide it was 
bullshit. The director will leave her. In the years preceding and 
after her death, the director’s career will be recognized as iconic, 
with documentaries filmed, biographies researched. Laura’s name 
won’t appear in any of them. 

Small, uniform circles of white lie scattered in a dark puddle of water 
or oil on some black asphalt. As if pushed by a wave, the white circles 
gather at the far edge of the liquid mass, which has already started 
evaporating. Kate Newby titles this image Petal Puddle, although the 
white circles are so identical, it’s not clear at all that they’re petals. 
They look more like old-fashioned hole punches in white paper, or 
maybe confetti. While there’s a cigarette butt and other debris in the 
puddle, the overall impression of it isn’t squalid. Instead, Newby’s 
photographs draws our attention to the presence of various lines 
surrounding the water: an irregular line of gummy material filling 
a crack in cement pavement; a horizontal series lines drawn in  
the cement before it set; an orange spray-painted T in the asphalt. 
Kate Newby writes: “If I were to suggest a few things I would say … 
well… guess incidents or situations around me that seem simple.” 
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Seems seems to be the operative word here. In this image whatever 
narrative weight we might give to the presence of scattered debris is 
subtly trumped by the material shapes that surround it. The image 
is giving us bones: the urban landscape of cement and asphalt as a 
structural stage for changing phenomena that are imposed on it. 

And what about the coaxial cable wrapped on the skinny tree trunk 
on 9th Street? Kate Newby’s work, although it echoes the neo-
conceptual work of some of her predecessors, is by no means an 
arbitrarily bland “intervention” upon what we call “architecture.” 
Lines that were always there appear as if out of nowhere. The 
famous indifference of sky towards what Newby terms “feelings and 
experiences” … Looked at this way, the slightness of Kate Newby’s 
work becomes monumental. 
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In Focus: Kate Newby

The art of tiny revelations

Stained cotton sheets, pebbles made of clay, a lump of

concrete – Kate Newby’s work can look radically slight. In

2011, the New Zealand artist fell in love with some nails that

were embedded in the floor of the Auckland gallery

Hopkinson Cundy (now Hopkinson Mossman), and for her

show there, ‘I’ll follow you down the road’, she re-created

their line with shiny new ones, turning off the lights so that

only daylight from the windows illuminated them. Last

winter, on the remote Fogo Island off the coast of

Newfoundland, Newby made a pothole at the end of a track.

Approximating a puddle, it filled with snow, melted, iced

over and will eventually (if it hasn’t already) disappear – an

earthwork in miniature.

Newby often celebrates the minutiae of everyday life; her

work is an invitation to look further and see more.

Consequently, what she creates is frequently overlooked, and

she doesn’t worry about whether you know where the ‘art’ is.

Her series ‘Pocket Charms’ (2011–ongoing) includes nails,

coins and pull-tabs from cans – some found, others remade

and cast in silver – which remain indistinguishable from the

originals. When Newby first exhibited the charms in 2011, as

part of the biennial ‘Prospect: New Zealand Art Now’, they

were hidden in the pockets of gallery attendants, who would

take the work home with them at night.

For several years, the artist has been working on the series

‘Let the other thing in’ (2011–ongoing), which comprises

rocks for skimming on water. She’ll hand a porcelain pebble

to a friend to skip across everything from a swimming pool

on Long Island to a remote pond on Fogo, from the East

River to the Mississippi – wherever she and the friend

happen to be. But what exactly transpires? Is the moment

itself art? Or the pebble she’s made? Or the friendship being

celebrated? Or the throwing away of something she, an artist,

has created? Or, is it the photographs she takes on her

iPhone to record the event? Whatever the answer, something

ephemeral is marked that becomes a way to consider all of

these questions.

Last September, at La Loge in Brussels, Newby created the
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Let the other thing in (Drew), 2013,
c-type print, 42 × 32 cm. Courtesy:
the artist and Hopkinson Mossman,
Auckland
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  installation ‘Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all’ (2013), which

spread across all four floors of the Masonic-lodge-turned-

gallery. Gauzy sheets billowed over the ceiling. Bold swatches

of yellow silk were laid on top of the cotton, which was

covered with rain-stained striations and footprints. Seen

from a window above, the room was calm; it reminded me of

watching clouds from an aeroplane. From below, in the

former temple itself, the installation reconfigured the room,

veiling the lights and wooden grille overhead. Temples and

churches all drive attention to the front, to the altar, but

Newby interrupts that. She makes you look up, not forward,

transforming the hierarchy endemic to the space.

‘Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all’, 2013, exhibition view at La

Loge, Brussels. Courtesy: La Loge, Brussels

For her show ‘Crawl out your window’ (2010) at Gesellschaft

für Aktuelle Kunst (GAK) in Bremen, Newby hung a soiled

curtain in the gallery. Here, the dirt had accumulated when

the artist and her friends used the sheet as a picnic blanket,

while at La Loge the stains came from Newby hanging bolts

of fabric outside her studio on the top floor of the building –

both works, however, serve as a kind of diary. At gak, the

artist made a corridor with the sheets, shaping light from the

window and drawing attention to the outside. Looking out of

the window and across the river, the visitor could see

scrawled on a wall: ‘Try, try.’ Newby wrote this in response to

a Lawrence Weiner piece on gak’s riverside foundations:

‘having been built on sand with another base (basis) in fact.’

His statement was both about culture and about the island on

which GAK stands, which is sinking. Newby’s exhortation

was filled with hope and humour: try and try again, even if

you know it will fail. Her graffiti will be painted over or wear

off – people might miss it entirely – but it’s about the

encouragement to see, to respond, and the hope offered up in

the tiny revelations available to us if we look.
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‘Crawl out your window’ won Newby the 2012 Walters Prize.

Bestowing the award, judge Mami Kataoka described the

work as ‘the most reserved but radical way of transcending

the fixed architectural space for contemporary art’. A

‘translation’ of the GAK show installed at the Auckland Art

Gallery, it included a concrete ramp with a puddle, gum and

silver pull-tabs stuck in the surface. It looked like something

from the street dragged into a museum and, indeed, Newby

has written odes to stretches of footpaths and carrier bags

caught in trees. In a gallery setting, the ramp was as

confusing as the concrete mound the artist created in La Loge

to force the temple doors open. The concrete stops you short.

Is it blocking the entrance? Do you walk on it? Are you

allowed to? How do you interact with something defined as

art? Newby’s questions are subtle. This isn’t institutional

critique, nothing that heavy. The answers are left

open-ended.

Just enough to feel stronger and a little bit fond, 2011, silver,

bronze, ceramic, dimensions variable

Newby’s work reflects her daily observations and, in her

hands, the banal becomes transcendent – but that doesn’t

make it pretty or graceful or grand. Her approach is

confusing and potentially awkward. It’s meant to stop you, to

ask you to notice more, like her pothole that you may or may

not see. In an email to me about a wind chime she was going

to hang on Fogo Island, Newby wrote that she likes her work

to be a bit ‘renegade’, something you could ‘encounter if

you’re out walking or might hear from a distance’. In the end,

she couldn’t install the chime; the wind was too strong. So

she held off and, last autumn, hung one at the highest spot in

Copenhagen as part of a group show at Henningsen Gallery.

Of course, there are no signs or directions to the piece. After

all, it’s an invitation.
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Kate Newby is based between Auckland, New Zealand, and
New York, usa. In 2013, she had solo shows at the Fogo
Island Gallery, Newfoundland, Canada; La Loge, Brussels,
Belgium; and Hopkinson Cundy, Auckland. This year she
will be included in group shows at Arnolfini, Bristol, uk;
Hopkinson Mossman, Auckand Slopes, Melbourne,
Australia. 
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The artist Kate Newby is in her sickbed. You 
can’t blame her: outside it’s been minus 18 
degrees and in her studio, cups of water are 
freezing. She is in a saltbox house on the very edge 
of the earth (quite literally, if you’re a member of the 
Flat Earth Society) called Fogo, a tiny island northeast 
of Newfoundland, Canada. Here, Elizabethan English 
and old Irish dialects still inflect the accent and the 
towns have strange, lonely names like Tilting, Seldom-
Come-By and Farewell. There are seals, whales, 
caribou and coyotes, and 11 little villages with a total 
population of 2700.

To be in residence here seems perfectly suited to 
Kate, whose art gently interrogates its surroundings, 
and is usually site-specific because “I like work that 
has a conversation with the things around it.” ‘Crawl 
out of your window’, which won last year’s Walter’s 
Prize, was an unearthly pale-blue pool, pitted with 
puddles and scattered with leaves and bottle tops, 
covering a large area of floor at Auckland Art Gallery. 
It was called “radical but reserved” by the judge. 
‘How funny you are today, New York’ consisted of two 
space-age coloured rocks nonchalantly hanging out in 
a park in Brooklyn. 

The Fogo Island residency comes with a car, a 
restored historic home in Shoal Bay and a studio on 
the village’s coastline, one of four spectacular new 
buildings dotted around the island. Named Tower, it is 
a misshaped diamond of vertical black clapboard, win-
dowless aside from a giant skylight on the top ceiling, 
with two storeys that twist like a waist. Kind locals 
helped her lug her materials the 15-minute climb from 
the road to the studio. 

She’s been into rocks for a while, she says, and 
now finds herself in rock nirvana. Here, rocks are 
everywhere, literally and metaphorically. They turn 
up in stories and appear in ceremonies (one marks an 
occasion by turning a rock); locals warm their beds 
with rocks, make Killick anchors out of rock and even, 
in little heritage town Tilting, name their rocks.  

For around four centuries (after killing off the 
original Beothuk people), the English and Irish settlers 
fished for cod. Then, suddenly but predictably, the cod 
ran out and in 1992, the government placed a morato-
rium on fishing. Life as the people knew it was over. 
The island needed an angel, ASAP, and found one in 
the form of Zita Cobb. 

The daughter of illiterate Fogo Islander fishers, Zita 
Cobb spent her first 17 years here, in a saltbox without 
power or electricity, before heading off to the main-
land to make her frankly stupendous fortune as the 
head of a fibre-optics company. In her 40s, and one of 
Canada’s richest women, she cashed up and sailed the 
globe. Already a veteran philanthropist, or in her own 
terminology, a social entrepreneur, she turned what 

was meant to be a brief visit home into a resolution to 
stay there until she fixed it. Her tools in this mission? 
Art and architecture. 

That art has transformative social power seems 
a radical idea in a rural purlieu such as this. But art 
has saved this place once before. In the 1960s, the 
islanders faced resettlement on the mainland when 
the Canadian government decided to centralise its 
services. At that time the island’s villages were dis-
parate, so a university in Newfoundland and Canada’s 
National Film Board collaborated on a series of short 
films that exquisitely depict life on the island. Once 
the villagers saw their reflections in each other, they 
got organised. “For the first time, the communities 
talked to each other, then they rallied together and 
said, no, we don’t want to move, and they stood up 
to the government,” says Kate. The Fogo Process has 
since been used elsewhere in America, and in Asia 
and Africa, as a means to address repatriation.

Zita Cobb was a child at the time of the process 
(she appears as a wedding guest in one of the films) 
and now, almost 50 years later, she is more or less 
single-handedly spearheading her own, updated ver-
sion of it. Her aim is to use art to provide the same 
level of awareness and reflection that the little black-
and-white films afforded her parents in the 60s. 

She has commissioned four (and intends to build 
two more) artist’s studios, strategically placed on vari-
ous parts of the island for maximum engagement with 
the different communities, and funded international 
residencies to go with them. Designed by former Fogo 
Islander and now Norway-based Todd Saunders of 
Saunders Architects, the studios, named Long, Bridge, 
Tower and Squish, are magical syntheses of tradi-
tional building techniques – like wooden clapboard 
and stilts – and modern simplicity. Each one is eco to 
the core and positioned for the best possible view of 
the island’s many miracles: whales in the summer, for 
example, or majestic, creaking icebergs in the spring. 

Then there is the almost-completed Fogo Island Inn 
in the capital Joe Batt’s Arm – no ordinary inn, but a 
luxury eco hotel-sauna-cinema-library-art gallery, long 
and white, on stilts, with kooky, skinny windows. The 
interior is decorated in traditional handcrafted furni-
ture and happy-coloured quilts. Not only a generator of 
jobs but also owned by the community, “this inn is a 
phenomenal building and enterprise,” says Kate.  

 Her days are spent working with quiltmaker Linda 
Osman and geologist Paul Dean, firing rocks out of 
clay and porcelain at a kiln in a church and revelling 
in the lyrical lingo and culture. 

On the benefits of her presence on the island, Kate 
says, “there’s definitely something to be said for art-
ists coming here and making work, and the benefit for 
me is immediate, direct research into a new place.” 
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